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Abstract
Rapidly changing economic, social and political conditions, the penetration of new technologies also requires a completely different type of the university lecturers who are innovation-friendly. They must have relevant knowledge and combine didactic technologies and information and communication technologies in order that they would be able to give students an opportunity to study in an innovative and effective way. Taking into consideration that the study process is always based on a certain technology and paying attention to the shift of education paradigms, it can be established that, in the modern study process, it is extremely important to realise precisely today's educational objectives and principles which assist in implementing up-to-date educational technologies. The study is aimed at establishing what most important factors of the application of educational technologies in the process of modern studies are. The study is based on a quantitative research methodology the choice of which was determined by the newness of the analyzed problem. The study shows that the objectives of a subject of studies are always discussed with students, the latter also have an opportunity to set their own individual study objectives, they are continuously kept informed why they study concrete knowledge and what it will be needed for in the future. The creation of an environment favourable to studies is also proved by the fact that the opportunity is given to students to combine the content of their studies of a subject with their own personal experience, interests. The study process is dominated by the study process of the active creation and construction of knowledge.
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Introduction
The development of information and communication poses new challenges to education and processes related to the latter. As the digital culture is sculpturing a new reality to which school’s practices need to be adapted, this fact calls for a transformation in schools. (Hayashi & Baranauskas, 2013). Therefore, the structure of a modern higher education institution is inconceivable without equipping a learner with effective learning instruments, tools corresponding to his learning style and needs (Longworth, 2000), an interactive system of studies which is the totality of technologies of integrated interactive information and communication and didactic tools and their application. Conceiving educational technologies as the system of educational actions, it can be presumed that today the empowerment of the study process is inconceivable without educator’s abilities to properly manage these technologies. Changes in the education system and society impose new requirements to the educators (Dromantienė, et al., 2013).

In context of a new educational paradigm, particular emphasis is given to the integration of information and communication technologies (further – ICT) to ensure efficient and effective teaching/learning (Spector&Merrill, 2008). It should be noted that, although the use of ICT in education has increased (Greenhow et al., 2009), it was established that quite a few problems, which are related to the application ICT in the study process, are still encountered. Educators feel insufficiently prepared to use technologies and implement new teaching strategies (Brown & Warschauer, 2006), they do not use their creative potential to the fullest (Fredriksson et al., 2009) and most often apply technologies only to transmit information (Gao et al., 2009).

In order to realise educational technologies in the study process, particular significance is attached to the application of active, innovative teaching and learning methods, the establishment of conditions to choose them (Stoll &Fink, 1998, Anderson, 2005). Thus the expression of educational technologies is directly linked to information technologies the intensive dissemination of which inevitably changes the whole educational process. The penetration of the latter technologies into the study process obliges teachers to organise teaching and learning while using innovative tools, it establishes the conditions for the creation of a modern educational environment.

According to scientists in European higher education institutions, while students and teachers seem to be using the new available technologies more and more intensively, organisational designs are changing slowly“ (Youssef & Mounirn, p.53) The research indicates that „even in schools with experiences of pedagogical improvements and technology, teachers face diverse problems when integrating new pedagogical practices and new technology (Iломäki, 2008). Thus the changing concept of teaching/learning, educational environment, the accelerating development of information technologies determines **Problematic issues:** to establish what
preconditions for the creation of the educational environment favourable to teaching/learning are, what the most important aspects of the application of teaching and learning methods and what opportunities of the integration of information and communication technologies in the study process are.

**The objective** is to examine didactic factors of the application of educational technologies in the study process.

**The subject of the study:** the application of educational technologies in the study process.

**The methodology of the study.** The study is based on a qualitative research methodology the choice of which was determined by the newness of the analysed problem. Six teachers of the Y faculty of X university, who participated in the study, were selected by applying random target selection. A data selection method of the study – a semi-structured interview.

**Study limitations.** In order to theoretically and empirically substantiate the opportunities of the application of educational technologies in the study process, the 1 teachers of one faculty of one university were interviewed, therefore, the conclusions are not applicable to the whole population of 1 teachers.

**Educational Technologies in the processes of change**

The transformation of educational paradigm, which has occurred due to the rapid change of societal life, continuous changes of the structure of social and economic system, political decisions made regarding education determine a new approach towards teaching, whereas all that determines the emergence of up-to-date educational technologies and the preconditions for their application when realising educational processes. The Association for Educational Communications and Technology defines educational technologies as "the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological processes and resources" (AECT Standards, 2012)\(^1\)

In scientific literature (Ross et al., 2010), educational technologies are defined as the system of actions which manifests itself though an arrangement of innovative teaching forms, methods, the regulation of teaching content, the design, organisation and implementation of the teaching process, using and combining technical and human resources. According to other researchers (Luppicini, 2005), definition of Educational Technology as goal oriented problem-solving systems approach utilizing tools, techniques, theories, and methods from multiple knowledge domains, to: design, develop, and evaluate, human and mechanical resources efficiently and effectively in order to facilitate and leverage all aspects of learning, and guide change agency and transformation of educational systems and practices in order to contribute to influencing change in society. Thus Educational Technology: is the field concerned with the design, development, utilization, management, and evaluation of processes and resources for learning.

---

Despite the fact that, in the new educational paradigm, priorities are given to the learning process which is oriented exactly towards a student, who actively expands and develops his understanding, knowledge, competences, values, however, in such a way, essential changes are emphasised not only in the activity of a learner, but also in that of a teacher. The role of the teacher in modern study process is more and more often understood as the role of the assistant who takes care of the knowledge creation process of the learner. This in fixes the student-needs-orientated learning paradigm in the university preparation (Indrašienė & Sadauskas, 2013).

When talking about educational paradigm shifts and the empowerment of up-to-date educational technologies related to this process in the study process, an emphasis must be given to the change of the main interaction elements of the didactic process: study objectives, teaching and learning methods, the study content. According to the researchers (Šiaučiukienė & Čiužas, 2006), when learners set themselves their study objectives they have an opportunity to verify that the objectives are achieved through greater or lesser efforts.

Another important didactic element, determining the application of educational technologies, is teaching and learning methods. When talking about teaching and learning methods the emphasis must be given that modern teaching/learning tendencies reflect the transition from conventional, commonly agreed teaching methods to unconventional innovative teaching methods which promote interactive learning forms, an active participation of a learner, integral thinking, when the roles and relationships between an educator and his educatee radically change. Therefore, in the study process, methods, by applying which information technologies are used, are important, because the use of ICT has a positive influence on the development of the competences of different subjects (Youssef & Mounir, 2008). It was established that The main factor determining the level of students’ ICT skills is the educator capable of organising and managing the ICT-based teaching/learning process in a creative manner. The educators mastering ICT skills realise that ICT usage for educational reasons has a positive impact on education and can increase the effectiveness of the process; this determines diversity of ICT usage goals (Indrašienė et al., 2015).

Finally, it is appropriate to define the study content planning and implementation in the change of educational technologies. Curriculum is a complex endeavor suffering in a permanent discussion both about its theoretical state and the relationship between curriculum theory and curriculum development. Curriculum development is a dynamic process, it changes according to the need of the society and the stakeholders of the education system. The curriculum development process includes several stages such as planning, preparing, designing, developing, implementing, evaluating, revising, and improving (Patankar & Jadhav, 2013)
According to the researchers (Barnet & Coate, 2005), a subject curriculum of studies should to be open, left for a free learner's choice. A curriculum, in the academic community, is meaningful not only due to the fact that fundamental knowledge is acquired, created and disseminated, but in particular due to the fact that it opens up prospects for students to perfect their personality, to develop the needs of free and responsible self-expression, consolidate competences, qualifications and skills necessary for that (Indrašienė & Sadauskas, 2013). That means it could be established that a curriculum becomes more corresponding to the learner's needs and his interests: it provides an opportunity to study for all and prepares every student for a real life. Consequently, the study content is closely linked to the learner's interests and needs, his aspirations, whereas professional knowledge is inseparable from the experiences of a daily personal life.

Pursuant to the concept of modern educational paradigm, studies are deemed to be a constructive activity of a learner himself, empowering a learner to get actively engaged in the learning activity, to set himself study objectives. The empowerment of all this educational interaction and its main elements requires an efficient application of educational technologies in the study process and an environment favourable to studies.

**The role of the teacher in the context of innovative activity**

The role of teachers as knowledge society builders is related to their scientific activity whilst understanding that higher education institutions should not only pursue fundamental or applied research but also develop new methodologies, foster innovation and educate society (Rastauskienė et al., 2008). In view of this, teachers’ work is defined through major activities and is related to the production, transmission and dissemination of knowledge (Havelock & Hamilton, 2004); this teachers’ activity is limited to the three main composite parts: pedagogical, scientific and dissemination activity.

The changing higher education environment and educational paradigm, as well as ICT developments determine the emergence of a modern education content, new methods and strategies and innovative attitudes. It is agreed that efficient use of these teaching/learning components depends on the teacher’s activity. Therefore, in order to create a modern and interactive study system meeting the needs of a contemporary society, it is necessary to increase the level of the teachers’ ICT competence and prepare teachers for innovation-driven growth. Usually innovation-driven and competent teachers give preference to the educational paradigm reflecting a democratic teaching style, the ability to use ICT as interactive learning, the use of various teaching/learning methods and tools contributing to the development of favourable educational environment. Electronic learning environments are rational systems which take a lot of work off teachers’ shoulders. Teachers must know what programmes are available that are suitable for their students’ individual needs and
keep abreast of this. They need to be the arrangers or planners of students’ learning processes: they bring together the educational tools and set them up in a particular way. (Zhu, 2010). ICT, the usage of smart educational products help teachers bring more collaboration and interactivity into the classroom. Teachers can quickly incorporate them into their teaching, to transform student learning and increase engagement. It means that in the constantly changing higher education system teachers and their pursued activities are exposed to new challenges and new demands.

A new educational paradigm in the higher education institution determines a multi-level teaching: contemporary teachers shall communicate new scientific knowledge and ideas by engaging members of the society into research; they shall pursue educational activity, be able to work in diverse educational environments and relate educational processes to daily activities. Teachers are encouraged to apply educational innovations: new methods, new work organisation forms, communication of the acquired knowledge, adoption and use of innovations (Sessoms, 2008). Therefore, besides current activities, innovative trends could be easily discerned in this process. Innovative work forms include the stages from the emergence of an idea to the final result, and close interaction between the organisation and its macro-environment; usually this activity is analysed in the context of technological innovations (Luckin et al., 2012). In view of this, innovative activity is treated as generation of new ideas, innovation, modification, and the process creating new services/ methods etc. ICT, the use of smart educational products can help teachers bring more collaboration and interactivity into the classroom. Teachers can quickly incorporate them into their teaching, to transform student learning and increase engagement.

In the rare cases, the concept of innovative activity could be found in the context of social innovations. In this respect, the focus is given to the development, search for, adoption, implementation, dissemination, evaluation and communication of innovations. Thus, social innovations highlight the three core dimensions: satisfaction of human needs (content dimension), social relations, social inclusion (process dimension), and better opportunities for socio-political activity and access to resources (empowerment dimension) (Butkevičienė, 2009).

Innovative activity of teachers of the higher education institution is treated as a process specifically directed toward the establishment, adoption, implementation and application of educational innovations at different stakeholders’ level aimed to improve the educational systems, and is related to various innovation implementation stages: innovation building and implementation of new technological processes (Bastic & Leskovar-Spacapan, 2006). According to the researchers, the focus in the teachers’ activity is given to the search for a new information, knowledge, methods and new measures. Thus, innovative activity is related to the innovative aspects contributing to the creation of new ideas. Over time this activity brings unique
innovative achievements (Shavinina & Seeratan, 2003), and this is a step forward toward innovations and willingness to change.

In conclusion, it could be said that the ambition of a contemporary higher education institution to pursue high level intellectual activity, create knowledge society and help students work and live in the knowledge society environment depends on the teachers’ readiness to implement innovations in the pedagogical, scientific and dissemination activity.

**Methodology of the research**

The research was performed in the August - September of 2014. The respondents could use different ways of answers: they could provide answers by email or verbally during an interview. The account was taken of personal respondents’ experience and their individuality providing a detailed and extensive picture of the situation. The focus was given not to the spread of the phenomenon, but to the understanding of specific cases providing for "movement" towards new research areas, better understanding of respondents’ attitudes and life priorities (Bitinas, 2010).

Six teachers of University X ( Faculty Y) were selected by applying a targeted random sampling. Since there were multiple informative population units, several options have been chosen and a smaller sample established. The data has been collected until a certain degree of theoretical "satiation” has been achieved. The research was aimed to evaluate teachers’ readiness to integrate IT tools in the teaching/learning process and their experience in applying these tools for different purposes.

During the data collection period the scientific literature and documents regulating management, control and changes were analysed. The empiric data was collected by applying a semi-structured interview method. The research was based on the notion that respondents can use their concepts (words) instead of specific categories which are usually provided in advance. When selecting the research method it was decided (by anticipating the topics or problems to be discussed during interviews) not to get attached to the sequence of questions or anticipated words, and to freely change their order (Flick, 2009). Besides, the method of a semi-structured interview induced a more relaxed communication atmosphere, better adjustment to the research environment, and provided information contributing to an in-depth discussion of the problem under analysis. Selection of this method was determined by the possibility to get a detailed picture of the problem, identify causes of the phenomenon under analysis, and reveal subjective respondents’ views and experiences.

The data obtained via a semi-structured interview was analysed by applying the method of a descriptive analysis (interpretation, contact identification) which included the following stages: multiple text readings and specification of categories via key words: division of category content into sub-categories, interpretation/substantiation
of categories/sub-categories from the text evidence (Creswell, 2013). The analysis of teachers’ skills and their readiness to apply ICTs in the study process was based on the humanistic personality theory. It served as the basis for the analysis of the teachers’ role in the process of ICT implementation taking the strong view that every human and ng is a unique, organised and ever-changing personality aimed to create the future and realise own powers. In order to highlight a special nature of the above phenomenon and interpret it as a subject of conscientious individuals’ experience, the reference was made to phenomenology. In the context of this research, phenomenological research design allowed to analyse personal respondents’ experience and get acquainted with the teachers’ evaluation of situation.

A quantitative expression of answers, i.e. the number of teachers attributed to one or another category or sub-category was not estimated. It was considered that opinion of each respondent is unique and valuable. The following ethical principles were applied during the research: voluntary approach, goodwill, privacy and respect. In order to ensure confidentiality of respondents, their names have been replaced with codes.

**Didactic factors of the application of educational technologies in the study process**

When analysing the data obtained during the study the main categories have been distinguished: *the formulation of study objectives of a subject, the design of study content, application of methods and feedback.*

The data obtained during the empirical study highlighted three key aspects of the formulation of study objectives of a subject: *on the basis of program objectives; by combining with student personal objectives; by giving meaning to study objectives* (Picture 1).

![Picture 1. The formulation of the study objectives of a subject](http://epublishing.ekt.gr)

The responses of the study participants enable to notice that when talking about teaching/learning objectives in the study process, the teachers emphasise a formal structure when study and teaching/learning objectives have already been formulated,
approved and presented in the description of a subject program. The informants maintain that they have to adhere to the objectives set out by the study programs, because "university studies is formal education and both the whole program itself and subjects they, anyway, are adopted and approved, therefore, you cannot change a lot, yes, you have adhere to that approved material" [E].

However, despite the fact that the study participants point out that the study objectives of a subject are always coordinated with learners while manoeuvring between formal objectives and students' needs and expectations: "So we go through those objectives, look at them and coordinate what additional ones would we need, which ones from those objectives we allow to remain. Well, we certainly always leave those basic, core objectives. <...> But, as much as it is possible, I try to respond to their expectations more" [D].

The discussion and formulation of the study objectives of a subject consists of two steps, usually during an introductory teacher or seminar: "First of all, they are briefed and the second question which is after the introduction when you have already briefed them, you ask, well, what they would like to hear additionally and the list of thoughts is compiled, isn't it, in the very beginning when their expectations are uttered" [A].

The experiences of the study participants relevantise the importance of students' needs and expectations in the study process when formulating the study objectives of a subject: "I take into account students' wishes, expectations, past experience" [B]; "it is very important to me that they would experience certain joy of learning" [E]. However, it is not concealed that "very often students themselves do not know what they want and it is very difficult to them to identify it" [D].

According to the study participants, it is particularly important that students would understand a study objective of a subject, therefore, an effort is made to explain why they study concrete knowledge: "I say all the time what I am after by doing that <...> and why it is relevant and how it can benefit them" [D], it is sought to assist in understanding the practical benefits, meaningfulness of subjects, competences: "you reveal importance, necessity" [E].

When generalising the responses presented in this category, it can be established that significant attention is paid to the formulation of objectives in the study process. The teachers adhere to the objectives set out in the description of a study subject, however, they always combine and adjust them, taking into consideration students' needs and interests. It is sought to reveal to students the necessity and importance of concrete knowledge, in order that the latter would understand study objectives and thus would experience teaching/learning success. It could be concluded that, by establishing conditions for students to set their own individual objectives, to act on the basis of their subjective expectations, the teachers rationally distribute responsibility for teaching/learning in the study process, encourage students to assume part of responsibility.
Another distinguished category is the content design which encompasses two subcategories: approved and unchanging and adjusted according to students' expectations (Picture 2).

When realising up-to-date educational technologies the content design is no less important factor than the formulation of objectives. In context of the educational paradigm shift, this process is based on the direct link between professional knowledge and the experiences of personal daily life.

![The design of study content](Picture 2. The design of the study content of a subject)

During the study it turned out that the formation of the study content of a subject in the study process varies between oficial standards and learners' needs and expectations. Authentic responses of the informants reveal that the study content of a subject is officially approved and presented in the study system, therefore, it is subject to little change. However, the teachers constantly manoeuvre, combining the officially approved content with personal interests of students: "you have to adhere to that approved material, certainly that you perhaps coordinate with students" [E]; „here, in this case we manoeuvre with students <...> usually those things are always coordinated“ [D].

The teachers adjust the material of their course, taking into consideration students' wishes, their interests: "students themselves utter what they want to study" [C]. In addition, it is important to pay attention to the fact that when choosing the study content of a subject students' past experience is taken into account: "I take into account students' wishes, expectations, past experience" [B]. It shows the realisation of constructivist approaches in the study process: students, while forming their skills, new meanings and deepening knowledge, have an opportunity to use what they already know, to link their previous experience with new understanding. Thus as the data analysis shows, the teachers, taking into consideration students' expectations, complement their content or make it more concrete.

The data analysis of the study shows that study methods and their application is an important didactic factor (Picture 3).
When analysing the data of the study a subcategory was distinguished – methods which activate student thinking. The informants point out that while designing and implementing the process they have an objective to develop critical thinking in learners. It is sought by applying active teaching/learning methods as well: "to raise questions relevant to a student, set learning objectives and look for answers to them by applying brainstorming, vortex, open-ended sentences, 'I know – I want to know' and other methods of similar nature" [B], teamwork or discussions: "by comparing different, let's say, opinions, yes, which occurs in discussions <...> the performing of common tasks “ [E].

In order to activate student thinking, the teachers apply methods related to the asking of questions: "open-ended questions, initiation, telling why that is important, why that question is important” [A] "and asking questions – answers to each other” [C]

The results of the study show that, in the study process, the teachers apply cooperative teaching/learning methods. The informants note that, not in all the situations, and not all the students are inclined to cooperate with other learners: "not all express themselves, rush, are inclined to cooperate” [E]. It is maintained that students are not inclined to cooperate in different groups when, while performing a longer-term tasks, the groups, which have been formed before, are dissolved: "I have encountered the fact that they change unwillingly <...> You need to encourage that cooperation between groups a little” [A].

However, although, in the opinion of the study participants, the lack of communication and cooperation between students in the study process is not dominating, the teachers are inclined to encourage learners’ communication and cooperation by giving "tasks to a pair of students or a little group of students” [B], by encouraging to actively work in more diverse groups as well: "It has really been recently, well, last year, this year that I have already started doing a little different thing <...> I try mixing them, I try changing by doing that through a team role test” [A].

The data obtained during the study show that the teachers encourage studentus to get engaged in an activity, to actively participate in the teaching/learning process. The study participants point out that they use interactive teaching/learning methods during
all the academic sessions: “I introduce interactive teaching methods, such as: discussion questions, problematic questions” [A].

According to the informants, students engagement in active participation in the study process of a subject also depends on subjective factors, the factors that influence students: "it depends, in a great measure, on students themselves, on their motivation, whether students are motivated, whether they are not motivated, what they need and what they want" [D].

---

![Feedback Diagram](http://epublishing.ekt.gr)

**Picture 4. Feedback in the study process**

When generalising the aspects highlighted in this category, it could be concluded that the study participants endeavour to create an active teaching/learning process, when organising the study process they apply different means to activise students, use active teaching/learning methods.

In the context of modern study process, the importance and necessity of feedback raise no doubts. The latter encourages both interested parties – teachers and students – to talk over teaching/learning, have a mutual discussion, assists in checking the successfulness of teaching/learning and a pedagogical activity. The expression of feedback in the study process creates conditions to work more purposefully and more effectively, in order that success would be achieved.

The data of the carried out study highlighted mutual interaction of the participants of the study process when reflecting teaching/learning (Picture 4). The distinguished "Feedback" category is explained by three subcategories: student feedback; teacher feedback; the forms of feedback.

When talking about the feedback provided by students, the study participants point out the expression of the latter through practical activity: when performing different tasks, answering the presented questions, applying active teaching/learning methods – solution modelling, a case study. The experiences presented by the study participants relevantise the feedback provided by students as an ongoing, continuous process: "after each l teacher, after each seminar" [A] and "during the evaluation of the course" [C]; "at the end of the course” [F]. The informants underline that feedback is realised while understanding its importance and benefit to the teaching/learning
process: "students themselves provide their feedback, so we here again talk then why it is good" [A].

The second subcategory highlights the expression of teachers feedback in the study process. The study established that the teachers provide feedback information both verbally and in writing. Students usually receive feedback information from a teachers either personally or collectively when, while discussing, the teaching/learning process is talked over: "I discuss with students once again what they received and what they, however, would lack" [D].

The study established that, in the study process, feedback is realised in different forms. Out of the authentic responses presented by the informants formal and informal feedback could be distinguished. Informal feedback is received when students respond to the study process, while constantly observing them or during discussions with them as well. The information from a teachers identify warm and friendly mutual relationships, cosy atmosphere as an important condition for the realisation of feedback: "that they would be able to freely express their opinion and that they would feel free" [D]. Whereas formal information about student achievements, their progress is received having assessed the works performed by students and when they receive a formal assessment – a mark.

Thus taking into consideration the fairly detailed opinions on feedback presented by the study participants, it would be possible to relevantise the importance of the latter to the study process by highlighting the fact that feedback is actively realised in different forms by all the participants of the teaching/learning processes.

**Conclusions**

In the study process, teaching/learning objectives are always discussed with students, the latter also have an opportunity to set their own individual study objectives, they are continuously kept informed why they study concrete knowledge and what it will be needed for in the future. When encouraging students to choose and pursue individual objectives, to act on the basis of their subjective expectations, the teachers create conditions to students to assume responsibility for their learning.

The creation of an environment favourable to studies is also proved by the fact that an opportunity is given to students to combine the study content of a subject with their own personal experience, interests. The teachers endeavour to motivate studentus, they constantly encourage them to communicate and cooperate, actively get engaged in an activity, thus empowering personal development of an individual.

The experiences of the teachers of the higher education institution and subjective opinions revealed that the study process is dominated by the study process of the active creation and construction of knowledge. The studies are oriented not only towards knowledge trasmission and its reception, particular attention is paid to active teaching/learning of students, their own engagement in an activity, active process of
the construction of meanings and knowledge the core axis of which is a learner. When designing and carrying out the study process particular significance is attached by the teachers to the importance of feedback and its realisation in the study process, mutual relationships of an educator and learners.
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